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TORRICINO 
 
   The Torricino estate is located outside the township of Tufo in the Avellino province in Campania. The town-
ship of Tufo is named for the tufaceous, volcanic soil that the town is built on and has given its name to the ap-
pellation, Greco di Tufo. The property takes its title from an old medieval tower neighboring the eleven acre 
vineyard (4.5 ha). Torricino is owned by the Di Marzo family and grows and bottles Greco di Tufo (D.O.C.G.), 
Fiano di Avellino (D.O.C.G.), and Aglianico (I.G.T.).  
The Di Marzo family has been deeply involved in the economic and agricultural life of Tufo for nearly 150 years.  In 2002 
Stefano Di Marzo (born in 1977) completed his training in agronomy and oenology and decided to commit Torricino to a 
policy of rigorous selection to bring out all the character and personality of his Greco di Tufo. Stefano believes that it is the 
land that makes the difference. In Tufo, sulphur mines discovered in 1866 and owned by his ancestors have been the eco-
nomic backbone of the town.  Stefano, who inherited from his parents Vintantonio & Vincenzina an enormous love and 
passion for his land, inherited also a unique “terroir” where the mines of sulphur play an important role; in fact his Greco 
shows intriguing hints of sulphur perfumes. 
     The Greco di Tufo grape was brought from Thessalonica in Greece (near modern day Macedonia) to Magna Grecia in 
Southern Italy by the Pelasgian people over two millennia ago and cultivated by the Romans in the centuries that followed. 
While many of the origins of ancient varietals are more the stuff of legend than fact, Greco is an exception.  A fresco at 
Pompeii retains what could be called ancient graffiti dated to the first century BC that reads: "You are truly cold, Bytis, 
made of ice, if last night not even Greco wine could warm you up."  First reared on the slopes of Mount Vesuvius, Greco 
now has clones and slight variations that appear in many of Italy’s twenty regions: grechetto in Umbria, grecanico in Sicily, 
and erbaluce in the Piedmont.  In some quarters, Greco is viewed as the father of many of Italy’s white wine varietals.” 
Fiano di Avellino, another ancient varietal, was named from the Latin variety Vitis Apiana whose sweet fruit attracted bees.  
Enjoyed by royalty throughout history, Charles D’Anjou and Holy Roman Emperor Frederick II held the wine in particu-
larly high regard during the Middle Ages.  The grape is planted in coastal regions as well, but Fiano reaches its ultimate 
expression in the hills of Avellino. 
   These two varietals thrive on Torricino’s hillside on the right bank of the Sabato River. Enjoying southern exposure and a 
cooler climate provided by the densely forested Appenine Mountains, the climate is more akin to Piedmont than to the fa-
mous Campania coast. Consequently, the sulfur, chestnuts, hazelnuts, and calcareous clay soil surrounding Torricino are 
allowed to impart the unique intensity of their flavors on Greco and Fiano. Greco accounts for more than half of Torricino’s 
production and its popularity among savvy Italianophiles has made it the number two consumed white wine in wine-bars 
across Italy. 

 

Stefano di Marzo in his vineyard of 
Greco di Tufo. 



TORRICINO 
 

Established: 2002 Province: Avellino  Total vineyards: 8.5 ha of Greco, Fiano, Falanghina
Township: Tufo Wine  zone: Greco di Tufo Addition. vineyard 1.0 ha of Aglianico 
Owner’s name: Stefano Di Marzo Oenologist: Stefano di Marzo Years planted: 1970 & 1998 
Total Production: 48,000 bottles Agronomist: Stefano di Marzo Soil: Calcareous - clayey 
Territory: Irpinia Cellar Capacity: 400 hl Yield per vine: 1.5 kg [3.3 lbs] 
Elevation: 250-300 m. sl Wood: 50hl Density: 2500-3000 x ha [1000-1200 x acre] 
First Traded: 2002 Barriques: 12 in 2006 Training: Guyot 
    Harvesting: Only manual 

Notes:  
- Greco di Tufo has become a DOCG July 18, 2003.  It covers a small area few miles north of Avellino, The main town is Tufo. The other 
communes of the Avellino province included in this wine zone are:  Altavilla Irpina, Chianche, Montefusco, Prata di Principato Ultra, 
Petruro Irpino, Santa Paolina e Torrioni. 

- Varieties authorized: Greco, minimum 85% - Coda di Volpe white, maximum 15%. 
- Fiano di Avellino has become DOCG July 18, 2003. It extends around the town of Avellino covering several communes in Avellino 
provinve, including Lapio, Atripalda, Cesinali, Aiello del Sabato, S. Stefano del Sole, Sorbo Serpico, etc. 
- Varieties authorized: Fiano, minimum 85% - Greco e/o Coda di Volpe e/o Trebbiano Toscano, maximum 15%. 
 

 Greco di Tufo DOCG - {min. 13% alc} 
Harvest beginning-mid October 
12 hours of crio-maceration on the skins. 
30-40 days of fermentation at 8-10° C. 
5-6 months of refinement on the lees in stainless 
steel tanks. 
------------------------------------------ 
At the nose: apricots & peaches 
In the mouth: ripen fruit & rich acidity & minerality 

100% Greco di Tufo 
In the Commune of 
Tufo, AV. 
 
The color of Greco 
di Tufo grape is 
gold. 
 
5-6 tons per hectare. 

1700 cases of 12/750 
 
------------------------------ 
 
Ideal with fish, 
crustaceous  
and rice with 
mushrooms 

 Fiano di Avellino  DOCG  -  {min. 13%} 
Harvest beginning of October 
12 hours of crio-maceration on the skins. 
20-25 days of fermentation at 8-10° C. 
5-6 months of refinement on the lees in stainless 
steel tanks. 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

At the nose: flowery, tropical fruits, toasted nuts. 
In the mouth: richly structured, fresh, balanced 

100% Fiano di Avellino 
In the commune of 
Pratola Serra, AV 
 
 

 600 cases of 12/750 

 Campania Falanghina -  IGT   13% 
Harvest beginning of October 
12 hours of crio-maceration on the skins. 
20-25 days of fermentation at 8-10° C. 
5-6 months of refinement on the lees in stainless steel 
tanks. 
------------------------------------------------ 
At the nose: flowery, green apple, pineapple, citrus fruit 
 

100% Falanghina 
2.5 ha. in Guardia 
Saframondi in province 
of Benevento. 

1000 cases of 12/750 

 Irpinia Aglianico - DOC  -  {min. 13%} 
Harvest end of October 
15-20 days of fermentation and maceration at 28-29° C. 
From vintage 2014 fermented only in stainless steel tanks 
in order keep as much as possible freshness & fruit; to 
make it a young and easy drink wine. 
Left for 6 months in bottle before release 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

At the nose impressions of rose and violet (viola 
mammola) 

100% Aglianico 
1 ha of vineyards in 
Paternopoli, AV 

 500 cases of 12/750 

 Taurasi  DOCG  -  {min. 14} 
By law it can be releaded 3 years after the vintage: 
example: vitage 2015, from Nov. 1, 2018 
Harvest beginning-middle of November 
20-25 days of fermentation-maceration at 28-29° C. 
24 months in 10hl oak Slavonian casks. 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

At the nose: bing cherry, cherry liqueur (ciliegie sotto 
spirito) and toasted notes. 

100% Aglianico 
1 ha of vineyards in 
Paternopoli, AV 

200 cases of 12/750 
 
Produced only in top 
vintages. 
Most recently: 2010-2011-
2014. 
 
Seriuos wine for rich 
dishes: roast-beef; 
games;spicy cheeses. 

For information, call: Paolo Boselli - Tel (718) 263-4094 - Fax (718) 263-4409  -  August 5, 2015 
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FROM: http://www.agraria.org/vini/grecoditufo.htm
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  2011 Torricino 
Greco di Tufo DOCG 

 

Dear Jim, 

The outstanding white wine grape "greco" arrived in Italy (from Greece, hence the name) 
about 2,500 years ago and it's been growing there ever since. If you haven't tried it yet, it's 
time!  
 
But what greco to try? Consider this: Greco is an important variety--it has DOCG status (the 
top status an Italian wine can have--the same status as reds like Barolo and Brunello di 
Montalcino), it's considered by experts to be one of Italy's greatest white wines, three 
grecos have been named to the Wine Spectator's Top 100 Wines of the Year lists in the last 
decade, greco is the second most consumed white wine in wine bars across Italy. Though 
it's an ancient and important variety, the man a popular Italian wine blog called "The Genius of 
Greco", Stefano Di Marzo of Azienda Agricola Torricino, has only been growing and making 
greco since 2002. To go from startup (albeit with some excellent old vines to work with) to "the 
genius" of an important and ancient variety in a decade, the guy must be good. He is, and one 
taste proves it. This is the first time Torricino Greco di Tufo has been sold in Virginia and in 
Virginia you can only get it at Arrowine. 
 
We'd like to thank Italian wine broker Paolo Boselli and his son Alessandro for not only allowing 
Arrowine to introduce this wine to our region, but for making it possible for us to introduce it 
right-- at the lowest price we've ever seen for this wine in the USA. 
 
Want to try something beyond chardonnay, pinot grigio and sauvignon blanc? This greco is a 
truly great and truly distinctive white wine from a top level producer in Campania in 
southern Italy and it's a stunning bargain for a complex, deep, and cellar-worthy white wine.  

Please check out our weekend wine and beer tastings below and be on the lookout for Perry's 
September Cheese and Charcuterie Newsletter coming Saturday.  

Jim Cutts  

 

 



2011 Torricino Greco di Tufo DOCG 

2011 Torricino Greco di Tufo DOCG, Campania, Italy 
Reg. $21.99 
Sale: Get 6 bottles at $16.99 per bottle 
Get 12 + bottles at $14.99 per bottle  

This special wine is a prototype of what Greco di Tufo should be-and that's a deep, long, vivid, 
intense, complex, mineral, fascinating, and enjoyable white wine. Greco di Tufo is just starting to 
get the recognition it deserves: three different Grecos di Tufo have made the Wine Spectator's famous 
list of Top 100 Wines of the Year, all in the last decade.  
 
The Greco we are featuring comes from the Torricino estate, the property of Stefano Di Marzo, the 
producer a popular Italian wine blog called "The Genius of Greco". The blog, lucianopignataro.it, 
reviewed this 2011 Greco and called it "A true champion" and wrote that it has "a complex nose of 
peach and loquat extended with a handful of mild herbs. The palate shows pungent acidity and 
great salinity and fruit extraction with expert substance, structure and material."  
 
Italy's top wine publication, Gambero Rosso, has also acknowledged Torricino's greatness. They've 
never awarded this Greco di Tufo a rating lower than an impressive Two Glasses (out of Three) and it 
was first made in 2003. They haven't reviewed this 2011 yet, but it's an excellent year. Here's their 
comment on Torricino: "We very much like the way Stefano Di Marzo has been running his modestly 
proportioned Torricino winery since 2002. The starting point was some of the best growing sites at 
Tufo, near the old sulphur mines, where Greco absorbs an utterly distinctive minerality, in some cases 
underscored by a lean verticality and in others masked by rich, ripe fruit."  
 
The "genius" of this wine is that it possesses the rich, ripe, fruit, but is balanced in a way that is fresh, 
vibrant, and does not mask the "utterly distinctive minerality". Try this. It's an amazing white wine 
AND it will get you out of the chardonnay rut.  
 
The grape, greco, is grown throughout southern Italy where it is prized for the deep, rich, full, 
mineral flavors. One area in particular, located just east (inland) of Naples earned a reputation for 
having the perfect climate for growing greco as well as unique soils that lend the wines grown there a 
distinctive and beautiful character. The area is a grouping of eight hillside villages centered around the 
town of Tufo. Greco di Tufo (Greco grown in the Tufo area) earned a stellar reputation in the region, 
then throughout Italy, and now internationally. It has earned the highest status possible under 
Italian wine law, DOCG (the same status as reds like Barolo and Brunello di Montalcino). Torricino's 
Greco di Tufo comes from some of the very best vineyards in the Tufo zone, vineyards very close to 
the original village of Tufo with ideal southern exposures, far cooler temperatures than the nearby 
Campania coast, and the distinctive sulphur rich, volcanic soils called "tufo".  

Stefano Di Marzo has been called "The Genius of Greco" because his wines are impeccably 
made and he has a devotion to the Greco variety. Stefano is obsessive about pruning and low 
yields, meaning his wines have great depth, concentration and character without excessive 
extraction (which can give a wine harsh, drying flavors) and without oak aging (which can mask 
the subtleties of excellent varietal character).  
 
 

 



Here's how it tastes: 

This pale yellow colored wine has intense aromas of apricot, peach blossom, lemon rind, and flint. 
The ripe fresh palate shows great concentration of both citrus and pit fruit. The finish is long and 
vivid with ripe fruit and distinctive chalky, flinty minerality. Greco can age beautifully for at least 6-7 
years, developing honey and nut-skin notes, but this is so luscious and vibrant right now that I'll have 
a hard time not drinking it all up long before then. This is a fabulous wine to pair with food, from 
flavorful seafood like grilled prawns or calamari to veggies like zucchini and tomatoes.  
 
To order please call 703-525-0990. We need your Visa or MasterCard information including 
expiration date. Wine arrives tomorrow, Friday August 31st. 
 
Jim Cutts 
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Campania
Greco di Tufo, Fiano di Avellino and Taurasi: the three most famous wines of Campania, expression of

three extraordinary white and red grapes, excellent representatives of an ancient wine culture

 Campania is an enchanting region according to many aspects. History, culture, art and tradition, have always
distinguished this ancient land in every aspect of the social life of its people. In culture and tradition of Campania, wine
and food have always played a fundamental role, an indissoluble element with the history of this region. According to a
viticultural  point  of  view,  Campania  is  a  land capable  of  telling tens  of  charming stories  in  the  form of  the  many
autochthonous grapes of this region and the many wines for which it is famous, including Falerno, one of the most
ancient wines in Italy and which honored the enology of the boot even before the times of ancient Romans. Despite how
much the history of Falerno wine can be enchanting, Campania is more than that,  a group of small  and big local
realities, each of them expression of an absolutely unique world and tradition.

 Wine making tradition in Campania has very ancient origins dated back before the times of ancient Romans. It will
however be during the period of the Roman Empire Campania will begin to flourish and develop, its wines will also be
shipped outside the borders of  our  country.  It  is  said  ancient  Romans,  and in  particular  Roman emperors,  had a
particular predilection for wines from Campania. Thanks to the favorable climate conditions and the particular quality of
the soil, in this region have formed very good conditions for the cultivation of vine and the production of wine. Many
famous wines of the past were produced in Campania: Caleno, Faustiniano and, in particular, Falerno, considered at
those times a very precious wines as to have no rivals. In fact, many authors of those times praised the qualities of
Falerno  wine,  including  Pliny  the  Elder.  The  enological  splendor  of  Campania  at  those  times  also  allowed  the
development and the improvement of viticultural and wine making practices.

 The history of the enology in Campania began with
the arrival of ancient Greeks in the lands which will be later
called Magna Graecia. It is very likely it were Greeks who
introduced seeds of vitis vinifera in Campania, as most of
the grapes today considered as autochthonous have Greek
origins.  The  main  autochthonous  grapes  of  Campania,
such  as  Aglianico,  Greco  Bianco,  Fiano,  Falanghina,
Biancolella and Piedirosso, are probably of Greek origins.
In particular Aglianico, whose name is supposed to come
from the ancient city of Elea (the modern Novi Velia) and
therefore  Eleanico,  or  from  the  corruption  of  the  name
Ellenico,  that  is  “from  Greece”.  The  influence  in  wine
making cultures of ancient Greeks is still today visible in the
cultivation techniques of “alberello”  and in the way vines
are pruned. The contribution of Greeks will be fundamental
for the success of Campanian wines in Roman times.

 During  Roman  times,  Pompeii  become  a  very
important  city  for  wine,  not  only  for  the  considerable
number of taverns present here - and in which Falerno was
always found - in particular for being the main commercial
city in Campania for the trading of wine. From the ports of
Pozzuoli  and  Sinuessa  were  in  fact  shipped  tens  of
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The main wine areas of Campaniathousands  hectoliters  of  wines  to  the  countries  of  the
Mediterranean countries and Gaul. The prestige of Falerno
was such that an amphora of this wine could even cost the
price of a slave. Unfortunately,  of  the ancient Falerno there are no reliable information about its production and in
particular its grapes. Pliny the Elder wrote this wine was produced with the Falerna or Falernina grape, whereas Virgil
supported the idea it was produced with the ancient Aminee grapes coming from Tessalia. The prestige of the renowned
Falerno ended with the fate of Roman empire: from excellent  wine it  became an unknown wine with a deplorable
worsening in quality.

 With the end of Roman empire, begins the decay of Campanian enology: from producers
of great and refined wines, it quickly became an area completely uninterested in wines, up to
Medieval times, one of the darkest periods for vine and wine of this region. One of the most

probable causes for the decay was the fact in Campania - as opposed to what was common elsewhere - the production
of wine was mainly done by small producers: here did not happen the strong influence of monasteries and their keeping
and development in the wine making. However, also in Medieval times, some of the wines of Campania had a moderate
success. At the court of Frederick II was in fact present Fiano and in 1300s was the turn of Asprinio, still cultivated today
by some producers according to the ancient “married vine” training system, a sign of Etruscan culture in these lands.
The strong acidity of Asprinio made it clear in 1300s its potentialities for the production of sparkling wines, and in 1700s
many French and Hungarian businessmen were coming to Aversa in order to buy grapes to be used for the production
of their wines with bubbles.

 A new success, although modest, for Campanian wines will happen during the renaissance and baroque periods.
It was in fact in these periods the enology of Campania was represented by the famous wines Mangiaguerra, Aglianico,
Asprinio, Fistignano, Falanghina, Corsara, Cerella, Lagrima, Coda di Cavallo and the many types produced with Greco
grapes. The 1700s will see a new decay for Campanian enology, period in which only the appreciated grapes Pallagrello
Bianco and Nero caught some interest, and after a period in which they were almost forgotten, they have been recently
rediscovered.  Despite  oidium  and  phylloxera  arrived  in  Campania  in  later  times  than  elsewhere,  viticulture  was
drastically  damaged. After  a non truly noble period,  passed between the recovery of  the ancient  heritage and the
introduction of new varieties, Campania enology will resume its development in quality from the 1980s on. In the last
twenty  years,  wines  from Campania  are  getting  more  and  more  successful,  also  catching  the  attention  of  many
consumers,  both  for  white  and  red  wines.  Greco  di  Tufo,  Fiano  di  Avellino,  Falanghina,  Taurasi  and  the  many
expressions of the powerful Aglianico, are only some of the many grapes making Campania one of the most interesting
Italian regions according to a wine making point of view.

Classification of Campania

 The wines of Campania, just like any other region in Italy, are classified according to the quality system in force in
the  country.  For  many  years,  the  powerful  Taurasi  was  the  only  wine  in  Campania  to  be  recognized  with  the
Denominazione d'Origine Controllata e Garantita  (Denomination of Controlled and Guaranteed Origin).  As of 2003,
Taurasi is not alone in this category anymore, as it was joined in the DOCG category also by the two other pearls of
regional enology: Greco di Tufo and Fiano di Avellino. In the region are also produced interesting wines classified in the
category of Indicazione Geografica Tipica (IGT) (Geographical Typical Indication), produced both with autochthonous
and  “international”  grapes.  In  Campania  are  currently  defined  18  Denominazione  d'Origine  Controllata  areas
(Denomination of Controlled Origin): Aglianico del Taburno, Aversa, Campi Flegrei, Capri, Castel San Lorenzo, Cilento,
Costa d'Amalfi, Falerno del Massico, Galluccio, Guardiolo or Guardia Sanframondi, Irpinia, Ischia, Penisola Sorrentina,
Sannio, Sant'Agata dei Goti, Solopaca, Taburno and Vesuvio.

Production Areas

 Wine production in Campania is made all over the region, however there is a higher concentration in the provinces
of Avellino - area from which come Taurasi, Greco di Tufo and Fiano di Avellino - and Benevento, whose wines mainly
belong to the interesting Sannio and Taburno DOCs. The ampelographic heritage of Campania is extremely rich, in
particular of autochthonous grapes, which after having been ignored for years in favor of “international” varieties - and
the same was happening in other Italian region as well - in the 1990s they have been rediscovered and revaluated the
way they certainly deserve. The most interesting wines in Campania are in fact produced with autochthonous grapes,
both white and red, an authentic treasure of which the region takes advantage, therefore characterizing the enological
production of Campania. In this sense, the example of Campania should also be followed elsewhere in Italy, as every
region of the boot is rich in autochthonous grapes which could made every wine area absolutely unique.
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 In wines produced in Campania it is in fact pretty rare to find in blends the presence of “international” grapes: the
part of the protagonist in this region goes to autochthonous grapes. Among autochthonous white berried grapes of
Campania are mentioned Asprinio, Falanghina, Fiano, Greco Bianco, Coda di Volpe, Pallagrello Bianco, Biancolella and
Forastera. Also interesting the group of the autochthonous red berried grapes, beginning with Aglianico - the king of this
region - to which are joined Piedirosso (here called Per'e Palummo, Pigeon foot), Sciascinoso, Pallagrello Nero and
Casavecchia. In particular, Casavecchia, which was forgotten for years and recently revaluated with very good results,
is a grape with excellent qualities capable of making wines of good elegance and deeply colored, as its content in
anthocyanins is higher than Aglianico. Among the wine areas in Campania, a particular mention should go to the heroic
and tenacious viticulture done in the islands of the region, in particular Ischia, in which it  is found a production of
excellent white wines with Biancolella and Forastera grapes.

Taurasi and Aglianico

 Aglianico is the grape which more than any other else, has allowed red wines of Campania to be known outside
regional  borders.  Despite  Aglianico  is  cultivated everywhere  in  this  region,  the  most  typical  area is  Irpinia,  in  the
province of Avellino, where it is being produced the most representative red wine of Campania: Taurasi. Also known as
the Barolo from the South,  Taurasi  is a wine produced with 100% Aglianico, very rich, concentrated and complex,
elegant and surprising: a wine which hardly goes unnoticed to connoisseurs. In Campania, Aglianico does not mean
Taurasi only. With this excellent grape are in fact produced the interesting red wines of Taburno as well, in the province
of Benevento, another good area for red wines produced with this grape. In the province of Benevento, Aglianico is also
the protagonist of the reds in the Sannio area. Moreover, Aglianico is also the main grape for the production of wines in
the DOC area of Falerno del Massico, in the province of Caserta.

Greco di Tufo and Fiano di Avellino

 Among the many white wines of Campania, two in particular have become successful outside this region, also
obtaining, in 2003, the Denominazione d'Origine Controllata e Garantita status (DOCG, Denomination of Controlled and
Guaranteed Origin). Greco di Tufo and Fiano di Avellino, both produced in the province of Avellino, are in fact the most
famous white wines of Campania, including the ones produced with the excellent Falanghina. Greco di Tufo, which
takes its name from the homonymous village and which is also produced as a sparkling wine, is mainly made with
Greco Bianco grape and a small percentage of Coda di Volpe, it is a dry white wine with good body and pretty crisp.
Fiano di Avellino is more aromatic, thanks to the contribution of the homonymous grape, which Latins were used to call
Apianum (bee's grape), because bees were used to stay in hanged clusters to be dried for the production of sweet
wines. Fiano di Avellino is an elegant wine with surprising aromas, however complex and with a good body, which is
sometimes enhanced by the aging in cask, a technique used by some local producers.

Other Production Areas

 There are many interesting wine areas in  Campania,  including the ones in province of  Caserta,  in  particular
Aversa,  homeland  of  the  famous  Asprinio,  and  Falerno  del  Massico,  the  area  which  keeps  alive,  although  with
completely different wines, the glorious past of the renowned wine which was appreciated in ancient times. The area of
Vesuvio is distinguished for its Lacryma Christi, appreciated in the 1500s as a sweet wine, today it is mainly produced
as a dry white, red or rose wine. Of particular interest is the enchanting island of Ischia where are being produced
excellent white wines with Forastera and Biancolella grapes, and reds with Piedirosso grape. In the area of Benevento
is to be mentioned the wide area of Sannio, where are found many cooperative wineries, and from which are being
produced interesting white and red wines. A particular mention goes to the revaluation of three ancient grapes and that
today, thanks to the tenacity of few producers in the province of Caserta, continue to give pleasing and interesting
wines: Pallagrello Bianco, Pallagrello Nero and Casavecchia.
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federica.dimarzo@torricino.it <federica.dima 2:57 AM (7 hours ago)
to me

Il 25/08/2015 12.44, Paolo Boselli ha scritto:

Stefano:
Sentiamoci domani, mercoledi via SKYPE
Ore 18:00 ITALIANE.
Ciao.
Paolo

--
Paolo Boselli
Premium Brands, Inc.
69-13 Fleet Street
Forest Hills, NY 11375-5165
tel. 718-263-4094
fax 718-263-4409
cell. 917-821-4393
cell in Italy +39-339-572-1282
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Re: Stefano di Marzo - IMPORTANZA RATINGS SU WINE SPECTA... https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?tab=wm#inbox/14f87b2bc976d98b?pr...

1 of 1 9/1/2015 9:59 AM



COMPOSE

Inbox (33,039)

Starred
Important
Sent Mail
Drafts (30)

Circles
Paolo

Re: Stefano di Marzo - IMPORTANZA RATINGS SU
WINE SPECTATOR & WINE ADVOCATE Inbox x

federica.dimarzo@torricino.it <f 2:57 AM (7 hours ago)
to me

Il 25/08/2015 12.44, Paolo Boselli ha scritto:

Stefano:
Sentiamoci domani, mercoledi via SKYPE
Ore 18:00 ITALIANE.
Ciao.
Paolo

--
Paolo Boselli
Premium Brands, Inc.
69-13 Fleet Street
Forest Hills NY 11375 5165
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Re: Stefano di Marzo - IMPORTANZA RATINGS SU WINE SPECTA... https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?tab=wm#inbox/14f87b2bc976d98b?pr...
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COMPOSE

Inbox (33,039)

Starred
Important
Sent Mail
Drafts (30)

Circles
Paolo

Re: Stefano di Marzo - IMPORTANZA RATINGS SU
WINE SPECTATOR & WINE ADVOCATE Inbox x

federica.dimarzo@torricino.it <f 2:57 AM (7 hours ago)
to me

Il 25/08/2015 12.44, Paolo Boselli ha scritto:

Stefano:
Sentiamoci domani, mercoledi via SKYPE
Ore 18:00 ITALIANE.
Ciao.
Paolo

--
Paolo Boselli
Premium Brands, Inc.
69-13 Fleet Street
Forest Hills NY 11375 5165
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Re: Stefano di Marzo - IMPORTANZA RATINGS SU WINE SPECTA... https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?tab=wm#inbox/14f87b22d0133d32?pr...

1 of 1 9/1/2015 10:12 AM












